Abstract: This paper aims to present the evolution of the meteorological terminology, from the 17th century Grigore Ureche's chronicle and bishop Amfilohie Hotiniul's manuscript on Physics (Moldavia, late 18th Century) to the mid 19th century writings of Teodor Stamati (Moldova) and Julius Barasch (Wallachia), also considering pop science literature, newspapers, such as "Albina Românească" and weather superstitions published in various calendars, and disputed by intelectuals like Mihail Kogălniceanu.
Introduction
The oldest Romanian texts concerning weather date to Early Modern times, but most of them remain unknown to the general public, because they were written in Cyrillic script and haven't been reprinted in Latin script. Before the year 1800, usually they consist of short accounts of extreme weather conditions, such as droughts or intense precipitation, or try to make forecasts using astrology, but after 1800 there was more interest in scientifical explanations of meteorological phenomena.
Materials and methods
The old texts presented bellow were all written originally either in Cyrillic script, or in Transitional script (a mixt between the Cyrillic and Latin scripts), which have been used by most Romanians officially until 1862, and most of them have never been reedited in Latin script. All books are available in print or photos in the special collections belonging to the "Al. I. Cuza" University Library -Iași, the Romanian Academy Library -Iași Branch, and the "A.
Philippide" Romanian Institute of Philology, Iași. Also, several digital libraries have been helpful: the Digital Library of Bucharest (www.digibuc.ro), the National Digital Library of Romania, that of the Republic of Moldova (www.moldavica.bnrm.md), and the Digital Library of the "Babeș-Bolyai" University Library Cluj-Napoca.
The texts date from the first half of the 17 th century to the year 1865, and represent a variety of literary genres. Consequently, arranging them in a certain order has proven difficult. The earliest texts have been followed by a series of calendars, which represent the age of superstition, after which comes the age of reason, when scientifical knowledge was spread mostly in the form of manuals, or periodicals.
Results and discussions
The first chronicle written in Romanian, by Grigore Ureche, in the 17th century, mentions the occurence of a severe drought that took place in 1585:
De A century long tradition of Romanian printed calendars started in 1733, in the city of Brașov. These books would classify the years according to the planets that influenced them (Fig. 1) , having effects also on the weather conditions. They would even predict the weather of each day of the years to come. The 1733 edition had been translated from the work of an anonymous astrologer who lived in Kiev.
Avgust : vânt cald, 9 frig, 13-19 prea cald, fulger, ploae, puțin vânt, 22 nor, 23 vijelie, grindine 1735, 1740, 1746, 1757, 1763, 1768, 1774, 1785, 1791, 1796, 1802, 1813, 1819 (source: www.digibuc.ro ) became part of the Austrian Empire, also tries a more scientifical aproach to meteorology, for example explaining the rainbow: Gheorghe Asachi begun editing his newspaper "Albina românească" in 1829, in Iași; in its second issue, the thermometer and the barometer was described. Furthermore, meteorological tables were published, usually twice a week, with data colected by Teodor Stamati regarding temperature, atmospheric pressure, and downwind (Fig. 2) . In the same period of time, a few "National Geographic" like magazines appeared in Moldavia and Wallachia; the Moldavian "Icoana lumei" shows the ratio of Earth's climate regions and depicts the thermometer (Fig. 3) 
Conclusions
This paper has brought in the attention of anyone interested in the history of Romanian meteorology, and the history of the Romanian language itself, several almost forgotten texts, rich in archaic words, showing the steps of Romanian meteorological vocabulary.
